
TO:
ATTN:
JOB:

CLIENT NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE

HOLIDA Y INN EXPRESS, CITY , STATE

PLANS DATED: 1/28/08
ADDENDA: None

PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL Pae:e 1 of 3 MA Y 8~2008

Base Bid: Labor and Materials for Gypsum Wallboard (GWB), Light Gauge Framing, Insulation at Our Work,
Acoustic Ceilings and Sheathing at metal stud exterior walls only.

For the Lump Sum Price of... $ (AROUND $1 MILLION)
CLARIFICATIONS

A. (No specifications provided)--Cold Formed Metal Framin!! (CFMF):
1. CFMF at exterior walls is based on 600S 162-43 studs @ 16" OC, and single 600T125-43 top and bottom

runner track. Runner track attached to concrete with two 1-1/2" PAF's and to structural steel with two %"

steel penetrating PAF's at each stud. Proposal is based on no axial loads on our framing. No distribution
headers, no 16 gauge track, etc. We include perimeter walls only, where clearly shown as metal studs.

2. Where perimeter walls are not clearly shown as studs, or inconsistently shown, proposal is based on metal
studs at exterior walls parallel to direction ofHC planks, and CMU walls (by others) perpendicular to planks.
Stair walls are all CMU.

3. We include nested headers at exterior openings in our walls, based on two 600S 162-54 studs nested in
600T125-43 track. We include single 600T300-43 track at exterior sills in our walls.

4. We include 1/2" Densglass sheathing at our exterior framing. No sealing, taping, flashing or weather barriers.

a. To provide Tyvek house wrap at our sheathing, behind brick only (not behind EIFS), add $ csi 07214

5. We exclude all red-iron, bolts, embeds, miscellaneous metals and flashings.

6. We exclude engineering.

a. To provide six sealed copies of engineered shop drawings for our exterior walls, but excluding
additional labor or material that may be required by our engineer, add csi 05401.

7. Some, but not all items that may be required by our engineer are priced below:

a. To provide one row of CRC bridging at mid-point of exterior walls at upper floors and two rows at
third-points of first floor exterior walls, add $ csi 05412.

b. To provide single 600T200-68 deflection track at top of exterior walls, with one row of CRC bridging
within 12" of top track to stabilize studs, add $ csi 05416.

c. To provide single 600T200-43 bottom track at exterior walls, not per engineering, but to act as pour
stop for topping slabs, at 2nd through 4th floors only, will Quote if requested.

8. We exclude all wood framing, sheathing associated with wood framing, and Tyvek at wood framing. We
exclude all work at entry canopy, Porte Cochere, attics, roofs, parapets, gables, eaves, soffits, fascia, etc.

B. (No specifications provided)--Insulation at our work onlv:
1. We include R-19 unfaced blanket insulation friction fit in stud cavities at metal stud exterior walls.

2. We include 1-1/2" SAFB at shaft walls (shaft walls are UL # U438, in lieu of Type L shown on A-O.2.0).

3. We include full-thickness unfaced fiberglass sound blanket insulation friction fit in stud cavities at wall types
0, E and F. We include continuous horizontal #12 wire through stud cut-outs @ 24" OC to hold insulation in
place at wall type E only. Insulation with GWB facing both sides has no supplemental support.

4. We include 2" Styrofoam Z-mate or equal at wall types G and H (see clarifications to drawings below).

5. We exclude all other insulation and all vapor barriers.

a. To provide foil-faced R-30 fiberglass batt insulation (not FS-25) stapled between your 4th floor roof
bottom truss chords, add $ csi 07213.
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C. (No specifications provided)--Non-Load Bearinl!: Interior Framinl!: (NLB):

1. We exclude vertical deflection system at top of interior walls. Will quote vertical deflection system if
requested and clarified. (Deflection on hollow core should be insignificant after topping slab is poured.
Topping slab must be poured before our rraming begins.)

2. Interior walls are non-load-bearing (NLB). Interior NLB rraming is 25 gauge (18 mil), per note 27/1-0.1.

3. We exclude double studs, heavier gauge material, blocking, horizontal reinforcing, bridging and bracing, etc
(see note 30/1-0.1). Will quote if requested and clarified.

a. To provide double 20 gauge (30 mil) studs at door jambs in metal stud walls, add $ csi 09111.

b. To provide 20 gauge (30 mil) studs behind Denshield at tubs and showers, add $ csi 09112.

c. To provide 20 gauge (30 mil) studs behind DensArmor option at NLB pool walls, add $ csi 09113.

4. We exclude all metal or wood blocking and backing, heavier gauge material or other supports for shelf
standards, casework, fixtures, MEP work, casework, trim, etc. Will quote if requested.

5. Interior drop ceilings are rramed with our choice of intermediate-duty drywall grid system or 362S 125-18
studs @ 24" OC, not per AIA-O.2. I.

D. (No Specifications Provided)--Gvpsum Wallboard (GWB):
1. We include Level 4 finish at all exposed GWB. No texture and no primer (see TWF-I on sheet 1-3.4).

Concealed GWB is fire-taped at fire-rated walls only. No work at type D ceilings.

a. To provide popcorn or knockdown texture at concrete ceilings type D, with HC slab joints taped and
finished with setting type joint compound, add $ csi 09264. Concrete to be cleaned, prepped and
primed by others, ready for application of our work. Will quote texture at other locations if
requested.

2. We install your welded hollow metal door rrames in metal stud walls only. No knockdown rrames. Frames
are received, inventoried, stored and stocked by others. No insulation or grout in door rrames. No access
panels (need count). No windows or view windows.

3. Head-of-wall detail at fire-rated walls will comply with UL # HW-S-0032. Base of fire-rated walls will
comply with UL # BW-S-0013. (Both are sealed with USG type AS sound caulk.) We include sound caulk
at top and bottom ofGWB at exterior metal stud walls. We exclude all other fire-caulk and sound caulk. No
caulk, fire caulk or putty pads at MEP penetrations, electric outlets or for other trades. No caulk under runner
track. We exclude stenciling.

a. To provide sound caulk at top and bottom ofGWB at wall types D, G and H, add $ csi 07902.

b. Unit price to provide Hilti or Lowry putty pads at outlets, add $12.00 each. (No electric drawings.)

4. We include Mold Tough or equal GWB at bath and pool walls and at laundry "wet" walls. We include
Denshield to tile height at tub and shower walls only, and type X GWB elsewhere. All GWB is 5/8" thick.

a. To provide DensArmor at pool walls to ceiling height, add $ csi 09267.

b. To provide DensArmor at pool ceiling, over 150F 125-30 furring (see A2.1.1), add $ csi 09265.

c. DensArmor in options above is not "waterproof." (See architect's note on A-2.1.1.)
5. We exclude bull-nose or aluminum trim.

E. (No Specifications Provided)--Acoustic Ceilinl!:s:
1. We include acoustic ceilings, as noted below. No maintenance stock. No caulk or insulation.

a. At pantry and laundry, Armstrong 2x4 square edge, Clean Room VL #870, white, suspended on
15/16" exposed, intermediate duty white 2x4 aluminum grid, with Armstrong (seismic) Berc Clips.

b. All other Acoustic ceilings are Armstrong 2x2 tegular, Cirrus #584, white, suspended on 15/16"
Prelude heavy duty Seismic RX white grid.

F. Clarifications to Drawinl!:s:
1. No exterior or interior rraming under PTAC's.

2. Wall types are based on our sole interpretation, our choice ofUL assemblies for rated walls and ceilings, and
our choice of materials and methods for wall and ceiling construction that comply with ASTM C645, C754
and C840. Architect's intent is unclear and inconsistent throughout the drawings (see paragraph G.7 below).

3. This proposal is based on 8'-9" height rrom 4th floor to bottom of truss chords. Architect shows 8'-8" to
underside of membrane on ceiling plan A-2.4.I, and 8' -I" on A-3.3.0 and A-8.U sections. Engineer shows
truss bearing at 37'-7" on S-2.5.0 and 4th floor slab at 32'-0" (5'-7" floor height).
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4. This proposal is based on 4th floor membrane ceiling at bottom of wood truss chords (trusses by others) per
UL # P522 or similar. (Architect's conflicting UL assemblies on A-8.1.0, L542 and L523 both are
inapplicable to roofs.)

5. This proposal is based on UL # U420 for wall type E, UL #'s U419 or U465 for wall type F, and UL # U438
for wall type L and for laundry chute (see typical architect's mislabel at N/A-0.2.1.)

6. Wall type F has 6" studs only at water closets, and 3-5/8" studs elsewhere. We exclude OSB board.

7. No work at stair risers or landings. We include stair ceiling at fourth floor only, based on I-hour membrane.
We exclude any ceiling at top of elevator shaft (5/A-7.1.1 appears to show concrete ceiling).

a. To provide 2-hour horizontal shaft ceiling at top of stairwells and elevator shaft, add $ csi 01601.

8. GWB furred to exterior CMU walls is full height. GWB laminated or furred to interior CMU walls and at
type C walls terminates under GWB ceilings and 4" above acoustic ceilings. GWB does not contribute to fire
rating of CMU.

9. Wall types G and H have 2" rigid insulation between 2" 25 Gauge Z-furring channels, in lieu of 1-1/2" with
added Y2" rigid. We exclude added Y2" rigid insulation (more labor, with insignificant added value).

10. We exclude GWB fire-protection of beams, columns and all other structural elements.

a. To provide one layer of GWB fire-protection of interior steel beams labeled W on structural plans,
per detail RJA-0.2.1, on wood blocking by others, add $ csi 09268. This option excludes GWB fire
protection of RCTG beams, L-lintels and of all columns. Will quote if requested and clarified.

11. No work at shower curbs and at exposed faces of whirlpool tubs. Will quote if clarified.

12. No work at kitchen hood. No work at vanities or at visual screens under vanities. No framing or GWB
associated with casework, counters or millwork (sheets 1-5.1,1-5.2, etc).

13. We exclude extra studs between outlets (K/A-0.2.1, etc). Will quote if extent clarified.

14. L61intels are by others, not CFMF. We exclude axial loads on our framing (see paragraph A.I above).

15. No sheathing over CMU (see H/A-0.2.0).

16. We exclude wall shown in line with folding partition in meeting room. We include soffits shown on A-2.1.1
on either side offolding partition, but no supports for folding partition.

17. No work in attic. No attic smoke walls, knee walls, shaft walls or ceilings, no framing, GWB, insulation, etc.

18. At note 19/1-0.1, we include metal edge trim at exposed GWB only. No edge trim or comer bead at window
heads, jambs or sills (see II and 12/A-2.6.3).

19. We exclude additional requirements of referenced and/or applicable standards and codes.
G. General Clarifications:

1. We exclude all other work not noted above. No FRP panels, no GFRC columns, no carpentry, etc.

2. We exclude permits, testing, inspections, fees, bonds and umbrella policies.

3. We exclude all shop drawings, coordination and layout drawings, except where noted otherwise above.

4. We include work for one four-story building only, no other work at site.

5. We exclude mold protection, mold warranties and mold liability. No GWB installed prior to dry-in.

6. Adequate power, water, on-site parking, on-site dumpster, trash chutes, buck-hoists, fall-protection
barricades/cables, climate control, ventilation and temporary lighting by others.

7. This proposal is preliminary and subject to scope review, plan review and clarification of all plans, and to our
review of missing specifications and other bid documents (such as "Holiday Inn Standards Manual,"
referenced on plans. This proposal is subject to acceptable subcontract terms and construction schedule.

8. Materials are priced for delivery to jobsite no later than 12/31!08. Our proposal is subject to escalation after
construction schedule is determined.

9. This proposal is void after thirty days, or when our material quotes expire, whichever comes sooner.

Respectfully Submitted,

Gary Mazzilli
Estimator

For Questions about bid. call Gary's cell # 352-425-8225.


